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1.

Introduction and Chair’s Remarks
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2.

Launch Chapel Hill and 1789 Venture Lab
Ted Zoller, T.W. Lewis Clinical Associate Professor of Strategy
and Entrepreneurship & Director of the Center for
Entrepreneurial Studies, KFBS
Dina Rousset, Associate Director, Center for Entrepreneurial
Studies, KFBS
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Review and Next Steps
Judith Cone, Vice Chancellor for Commercialization & Economic
Development
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Launch Chapel Hill,
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Economic Development
Presented by:
Dean Doug Shackelford, Kenan-Flagler
Business School
Ted Zoller, Director, Center for
Entrepreneurial Studies
Dina Rousset, Associate Director,
Center for Entrepreneurial Studies
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UNC-CH Innovation Ecosystem
Kenan Institute

Launch Chapel Hill

School of Media & Journalism
Reese News Lab

1789 Venture
Blackstone

CRVF

Carolina Challenge

UNC Global
KickStart
Business School

Ctr for E’ial Studies

I&E
OCED

4D
Arts Eship

Nursing
Pharmacy

Ctr for Sustainable Enterprise

Campus Y

School of Medicine

Eshelman Institute
Education

UNC Health Innovations

Dentistry

Chemistry

Digital Humanities

Law
Public Health

Computer Science

Applied Physical Science
Institute for Arts & Humanities
Exercise & Sport Medicine
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Social
Work Middle Space

Economics

Center for Entrepreneurial Studies

Start Up U

Adams
Apprenticeship

Co-Working
Space
Launch Chapel
Hill
1789 Venture
Lab

Carolina
Challenge
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Grow
Team
Skills

Experience

Learning

Launch
Experience

Team
Skills

Learning

Ideate/Start
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6
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Stakeholders
Financial Partners
UNC-CH

Town of Chapel Hill
Orange County
Becker Family
The Downtown Partnership (in kind)

Resource Partners Legal– Smith Anderson and Hutch Law,
Accounting – Blackman and Sloop, PR - Largemouth,
Marketing – 3 Birds, and Departments across UNC-CH and
Duke

Community Triangle Office Equipment, SCORE, Friends of the
Downtown, Local Serial Entrepreneurs, Angels, Investors
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Goals

 Promote economic development in
Chapel Hill, Orange County & the
Triangle
 Create outlet for graduates of
UNC-CH entrepreneurship programs
 Build/retain an accessible network
of experienced entrepreneurs to
engage in UNC-CH entrepreneurship
curriculum
 Extend UNC-CH’s commitment to
innovation to the broader
community
 Help raise region’s profile as a
leading start-up hub
 Attract talent
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Success in progress: U Connection

2012-13

2014

2015

2016

Universities

1

6

17

600

Users

1,000

7,000

20,000

300,000

Employees

2

2

6

11

Interns

5

10

850

Sales

$30,000

$100,000

$3,000,000
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Success in progress: Academic Benchmarking
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2016
Target

* YTD through June

2016
Current and Prospective Members
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Member
Prospective

Our Ventures (55 and counting)
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Thank you… Questions and Discussion
of What’s Next?
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Te n Le sso ns o n Cata lyzing
En tre pre n e u rship a nd Innovat ion
How Planners Can Support Business Development in the New Economy

Ben Hitchings, AICP, CZO

Yet, different kinds of government involvement are possible

the home, and they frequently cap the percentage of

Ben is the Director of Planning and Development Services for the Town of Chapel Hill, NC

at different community scales. And not all communities may

space in the home that can be used for the business. In

be able to create a full-fledged innovation “ecosystem”

addition, zoning regulations often limit the number of

with the components and size needed to make investing

outside employees who can work there, and control

in high-growth and often highly speculative start-ups a

things such as business signage and the extent to

productive enterprise. This article describes ten things

which outside clients can visit the home. Technology

that planners can do to support entrepreneurship and

start-ups tend to have less client traffic than other

innovation in a customized way, and in so doing, position

kinds of home-based businesses, such as hair stylists

their community for greater success in the New Economy.

and massage therapists. Limiting requirements

and the Past President of North Carolina Chapter of the American Planning Association

(APA). He has more than twenty years of experience working on planning issues and has

developed award-winning plans at the local and regional levels. He currently serves as the
Vice Chair of the APA’s Chapter Presidents Council.

What Planners Can Do

strategies in the wake of the Great Recession, catalyzing

innovation is all the rage, but promoting entrepreneurship
may be more impactful.1 From business incubators to
maker spaces to innovation districts, local governments
are discovering new opportunities to support business
development in the New Economy. Professional planners

of intersection include space, infrastructure, networking,

2

and talent. The ability for start-ups to access these needs in

site. One option that is increasingly available is co-

an efficient and affordable way can fundamentally impact

working space that provides the energy and feel of

their survival.

an office at a lower cost with more flexible rental

intersect with common planning practice. Four key areas

Encourage

co-working:

Many

entrepreneurs

prefer to leave their residence and work off-

terms. The number of co-working spaces worldwide
Space: One of the first questions an entrepreneur asks is

has grown about thirty-six percent in the last year,

understand the benefits of these activities and which ones

“Where am I going to work?” Finding an affordable and

with more than half a million workers across the

hold the greatest economic development potential for their

productive work space is an essential consideration in

globe now using this kind of facility.4 Co-working

jurisdictions.

getting a business off the ground. Options exist along a

spaces often provide a variety of work environments,

continuum ranging from a home office located in a single

including unreserved open desk space, similar to

residence, to an innovation district that stretches across

tables in a library; reserved desk space, where

many city blocks. Businesses need different kinds of space

workers can leave personal items and always access

at different stages in their development, so the key is to

the same work spot; and small offices for businesses

ensure a range of affordable space options to help keep

that have small teams of employees. Phone rooms,

them in the community as they grow.

shared conference rooms, common lunch areas,

innovation is the creation, transfer, and commercialization of
new and improved technologies. Entrepreneurship can be
a potent force in growing the local economy, as evidenced
by the fact that nearly two-thirds of new private-sector
jobs in the U.S. are created by small businesses according
to the Small Business Administration. 2 At the same time,
in a fast-paced, global economy, innovation is often

1

Streamline home occupancy regulations: More than
fifty percent of small businesses are home-based. 3 Local

wifi, and free coffee are frequently offered for facility
users.

touted as a key to staying ahead of the competition. Local

zoning regulations regarding home occupancy affect the

Business incubators take this to the next level,

governments sometimes respond by helping fuel start-ups

ease with which businesses can operate out of a home.

augmenting co-working space with programming,

that demonstrate high growth potential.

Zoning rules often require that the business owner live in

such as outside speakers and social events; access

15/28
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environment in a community-compatible way.

have an important role to play in helping communities

Entrepreneurship is the act of building a new business, while

Figure 1 -Biotech Place is a rehabilitated tobacco warehouse
in Downtown Winston-Salem that has been redeveloped into
laboratories and event space as part of the Wake Forest Innovation
Quarter. Photo Credit APA-NC.

to launch and grow a business, and how those needs

neighbors can help businesses tap this low-cost work
N o r t h Ca r o l i n a F e at u r e A r t i c l e s

A

s communities re-tool their economic development

Planners can start by learning what entrepreneurs need

to those that truly manage significant impacts on
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to mentors, who can offer business coaching; and access

idea generation and accelerates commercialization.” 6

maximize the benefits of available funding, but brings the

to potential investors, some of whom may choose to rent

Creating a physical district with a sufficient number

benefit of providing better service to existing constituents

space in the same facility in order to be close to prospective

and diversity of participants to generate a functioning

as well as supporting new businesses. A great example of

client companies.

innovation ecosystem is not a simple task, however, and

how to link this work to business development is Asheville’s

may be difficult for smaller communities with fewer start-

River Arts District Transportation Improvement Project

Drucker and Kass (2015)

(RADTIP) that is improving multi-modal access in the River

Access to co-working and incubator space benefits
entrepreneurs, as highlighted by the experience in

ups and institutional assets.

7

also note that innovation districts constitute a long-term

Arts District along the French Broad River.

strategy that can take decades to mature into a significant
contributor to regional economic activity.8

5

lease that often cost more than they could afford. Now,

As a result of these considerations, this strategy is more

were magnets for community controversy. But now,

space can be rented in these new facilities on a month-

applicable to larger communities in the top 100 metro areas

smart-phones are ubiquitous, and telecommunications

to-month basis at rates as much as forty five percent

across the United States. This strategy may be accessible

are an essential component of the local infrastructure.

below the market rate for conventional office space. If

to smaller regions if they have significant institutional

Communities can balance better access to these facilities

the private sector is not providing sufficient co-working

assets such as universities or hospitals. For example,

with mitigation of their visual impacts by maximizing co-

space or business incubators, planners and economic

Wake Forest Medical Center has been the driving force in

location of antennas on existing towers and identifying

developers can potentially collaborate with universities

the development of the Innovation Quarter in downtown

existing locations for siting new antenna arrays, such as on

Winston-Salem, North Carolina.

water towers and existing high-tension power lines. New

downtown Durham, North Carolina. Before the advent of
co-working spaces in downtown, entrepreneurs could only
rent a relatively big office with a minimum seven-year

or other institutional partners to support them, such as
UNC Charlotte with its new PORTAL business hub, or even

towers in industrial areas or on commercial and institutional
Infrastructure: In addition to space, start-ups also need

buildings may be acceptable to the community, as may

community infrastructure to operate efficiently. In the

“stealth” facilities located in residential areas. Morrisville,

New Economy, connection is the key, and two types of

North Carolina, for example, drafted a Telecommunications

Understand innovation districts: Another strategy that

infrastructure in particular can help support a strong

Facilities Master Plan and Ordinance in 2014 and 2015 that

is gaining popularity is the creation of innovation

business

made siting easier in lower-impact locations, clearing

subsidize such spaces themselves, like the City of Durham
did with office space downtown during the Recession.

3

facilities: In past decades, newly proposed cell towers

districts. In contrast to traditional science parks, innovation
districts cluster firms together with catalytic institutions
such as universities and research hospitals in a mixed-use
environment that provides more opportunities for workers
to interact informally and synthesize new ideas.

environment—transportation

facilities

and

telecommunications infrastructure.

the way for more rapid facility deployment in a manner

4

accepted by the community.

Work to create transportation options: By investing in a
varied transportation infrastructure, one that provides

multiple options including not only roads, but also transit,
pedestrian, and bicycle facilities, planners can help give

6

Figure 2 - American Underground in Durham, North Carolina hosts
networking events like this one featuring entrepreneur Steve Case.
Photo Credit Zoe Litaker Photography.

example, Morrisville, North Carolina helped Google
Fiber serve the community by drafting a town-wide
right-of-way encroachment agreement and leasing
them a public site for a utility hut. If private providers
don’t step forward, then local governments may be
able to help fill the gap. The City of Wilson, North
Carolina did this by developing its Greenlight
community broadband service that includes 1

Support installation of broadband service: Start-ups

gigabit per second internet service, as did the rural

often want fast internet service, and residents and

North Carolina counties of Yancey and Mitchell

customers expect ready access to wifi. If private providers

by securing federal funding to assist Country
Cablevision in installing local broadband service.

The key to maximizing the benefits from innovation

workers more affordable choices for how to access job sites

such as Google, AT&T, and Time Warner are looking to

districts is being able to create a functioning “innovation

and other local destinations. Strong regional collaboration

establish service in your community, planners can help

ecosystem”, which Bruce Katz and Julie Wagner define

can help extend these benefits across the larger region.

by identifying potential locations for fiber data distribution

Networking: At the same time that community

as “a synergistic relationship between people, firms, and

This work is complicated and expensive, requiring constant

facilities

infrastructure

place (the physical geography of the district) that facilitates

attention and extensive cross-jurisdictional collaboration to

agreements to allow for installing fiber optic lines. For

104
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5

9

Build agreement on locating new telecommunications

and

simplifying

right-of-way

encroachment

is

important

for

small

business

development, so too are networking and technical
105
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assistance. An old adage states that “you can’t start a

Some local governments also provide business seed

Talent: Most businesses cite access to skilled workers, or

and cultural and entertainment facilities can help

business by yourself.”10 Planners have an important role to

money. However, the Kauffman Foundation recommends

“talent,” as their top need. Millennials now make up the

draw people to activity centers and downtowns.

play in facilitating these connections.

leaving venture funds to the private sector and utilizing

largest percentage of the workforce in the United States,

Frequent event programming can also help to

public resources to help entrepreneurs connect with

and are highly mobile. The challenge is how to attract

enliven these places. Planners can work with parks

one another. 12 Sponsorship of Start-up Weekends and

and retain them in order to build a strong labor force. A

and recreation professionals, economic developers,

hackathons can link entrepreneurs and help build an

2014 national survey conducted by the American Planning

downtown

Association identified a new economics of place in which

of commerce, and private and non-profit partners

quality of life factors and transportation choices are

to develop these improvements. For example,

increasingly driving millennial locational decisions.15

Asheboro, North Carolina revitalized its downtown

Link entrepreneurs with technical assistance: Planners

Key needs and desires of millennials can include access,

in part by building a park and stage, establishing

can also help link entrepreneurs with technical

amenities, and affordability.

a farmers market, supporting the redevelopment

7

Foster creative collaborations: Innovation thrives on
creativity and a cross-fertilization of ideas. As a result,

specialty partners such as arts councils, maker spaces, and
art schools can add a creative element to communities that
don’t have the resources to establish full-scale innovation
districts. Every county in North Carolina, for example,

innovation community: Raleigh, North Carolina launched
a self-guided “start-up crawl” of new businesses held
during its annual Innovate Raleigh summit.13

8

as The Forge in downtown Greensboro, North Carolina

assistance resources to develop their ideas, bring them

provide low-cost shared workshop space for craftspeople.

to market, and scale their businesses. Longstanding

In some cases, larger institutions have participated

assistance

in these collaborations as well. The South Lake Union

Administration and Small Business Centers like the ones

innovation district in Seattle, Washington has established

housed in each community college in North Carolina.

providers

include

the

Small

Business

9

Create great places: While providing alternative

rehabilitating a historic theater to re-establish the

travel options is essential, creating vibrant, walkable

area around Sunset Avenue as a vibrant center of

communities rates particularly high with millennials. This

the community. The great places that result from this

includes engaging in thoughtful placemaking to create

kind of work not only serve the existing community
and attract skilled workers, but also create a dynamic
landscape for business investment.16

dynamic collaborations with the Cornish College of the

Emerging

organizations

Arts to promote creative industrial design and foster new

like CO.LAB in Chattanooga that offer enrollment in

Attractions such as farmers markets, parks and greenways,

ways of approaching problem-solving. Planners can

incubators and accelerators to help companies take their

help these kinds of institutions connect with existing and

businesses to the next level. While incubators assist start-

prospective entrepreneurs in dynamic ways to grow the

ups, accelerators help next stage companies scale up. Both

local innovation economy.

may require an application process, and in turn provide

Planners and economic developers can also help link
businesses with sources of funding, such as small-business
loans, venture capital funds, and angel investors to help
firms pay rent, buy equipment, and hire staff. Nothing
attracts investors like a high density of start-ups in the
community, which brings an increased flow of potential

include

non-profit

successful applicants with seed money, coaching, mentors,
and a chance to compete for additional investment. The
goal is typically to accomplish several years of business
development in several months. One North Carolina
example of an accelerator is UNC Chapel Hill’s LAUNCH
Chapel Hill initiative.

investment deals. 11 This can make attracting significant

Planners can also help local governments model a culture

investment more difficult for smaller communities with

of innovation, encouraging the exploration of new ways

fewer start-ups. At the same time, a few investors who

of thinking and new ways of problem-solving. Visibly

care deeply about a place can help build the local

demonstrating this openness to new ideas can help attract

entrepreneurial community, wherever it is located.

entrepreneurs. 14
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chambers

of a historic mill into affordable housing, and

interesting streetscapes and dynamic public spaces.

providers

associations,

N o r t h Ca r o l i n a F e at u r e A r t i c l e s

features the work of local artisans. Maker spaces such

has an arts council, often with a downtown storefront that

development

Figure 3 - Asheboro, North Carolina has invested in a variety of projects including the Bicentennial Park & Stage, the restored Sunset Theatre, the
Asheboro Farmers Market, and the Asheboro Mill Lofts affordable housing project to create a dynamic and engaging downtown.
Photo Credit Ben Hitchings.
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10

Work to ensure affordable housing: Millennials and

as corporate downsizing into “entrepreneurial events” that

Foundation, 2015), pp.2-4.

other New Economy workers won’t come to a place if

build the local entrepreneurial community. 20

13. Brad Feld, Startup Communities: Building an Entrepreneurial Ecosystem in
Your City (John Wiley & Sons, 2012), p.28.

By understanding the needs of local entrepreneurs and

14. John Gibson, Matthew Robinson and Scott Cain. CITIE -- City Initiatives for
Technology, Innovation and Entrepreneurship: A Guide for City Leadership.
(Nesta, Accenture, Catapult: June 2015), pp.34-43; Phone interview with Julie
Wagner, Brookings Institution, by Ben Hitchings, 1/31/16.

they can’t afford to live there. That means being able to find
a job and access affordable housing. Planners can use a
variety of tools including ensuring preservation of existing
affordable units and subsidizing affordable housing

customizing public investments to suit local conditions,
planners can help their communities develop more resilient
economies that are primed for success and longevity.

15. American Planning Association. Investing in Place for Economic Growth
and Competitiveness: A Research Study (May 2014), pp. 11, 22-29.

funding. The Boston Redevelopment Authority is requiring

Acknowledgement: I would like to thank Dr. Nichola Lowe

16. Interview with Adam Klein, 12/21/15.

“innovation housing” in its South Boston Waterfront

for her invaluable support in thinking through this topic

Innovation District. This includes micro units that provide

and in reviewing drafts of this article.

17. Janne Corneil and David Gamble, “Ideas: it’s how innovation districts
measure output,” Planning (February 2013)pp.25-26.

production through regulatory incentives and public

18. Remarks by Christopher Gergen, 10/21/15.

Raleigh, North Carolina is providing affordable housing

19. Interview with Christopher Gergen, 10/15; Interview with Adam Klein,
12/21/15.

specifically for entrepreneurs in a manner that also helps
them build their business through living in a shared house.18

1. Jim Clifton. “Killing small business”, Gallup (December 10, 2015), http://www.
gallup.com/opinion/chairman/186638/killing-small-business.aspx.

Conclusion
From ensuring affordable work space to building essential
infrastructure to facilitating networking to creating great
places, planners can help their communities catalyze
entrepreneurship and innovation. As communities try to
catch the wave of New Economy business development,
their success will depend both on their level of engagement
in this work and on their community characteristics.
Smaller

communities

should assess

their

partners,

and

investors

to

ability to

establish

2. U.S. Small Business Administration. “Frequently Asked Questions”, (March
2014), p.1.
3. Small Business Administration, “Frequently Asked Questions” (September
2012), p.1.
4. Carsten Foertsch, “First results of the new Global Coworking Survey”,
deskmag, 11/20/15 (deskmag.com).
5. Interview with Adam Klein, Chief Strategist for American Underground, by
Ben Hitchings, 12/21/15.
6. Bruce Katz and Julie Wagner, “The Rise of Innovation Districts: A New
Geography of Innovation in America”, (Brookings, May 2014) , p.2.

engage a sufficient number and diversity of companies,
institutional

Endnotes

a

functioning innovation “ecosystem.” If this approach
appears feasible, communities have a chance to catalyze

7. Bruce Katz and Julie Wagner, “The Rise of Innovation Districts: A New
Geography of Innovation in America”, p.13.
8. Joshua Drucker and Amanda Kass, “Innovation Districts: Economic
Development Innovation or Shiny New Bottle?,” Prepared for the 55th Annual
Conference of the Association of Collegiate Schools of Planning, Houston,
Texas, October 24, 2015.

20. Interview with Dr. Nichola Lowe, Associate Professor, Department of City
and Regional Planning, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 12/7/15.
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and Economic Development

Update Innovation
Roadmap 1.0 and 2.0
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INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEURSHIP AT UNC

Strategic Priorities
Moving from the Innovation
Roadmap 1.0 to 2.0
20/28

Strategic Priorities

VISION
With a special focus on urgent challenges, innovations and
innovators launched at Carolina consistently apply important
ideas for a better word.

MISSION
Be a place where innovators thrive.
To be the place where innovators thrive and achieve the vision
for how a great public research university responds to the
worlds most pressing issues Carolina must build its
capacity within S I X C R ITICAL A R EA S .
21/28

3

Strategic Priorities

CRITICAL AREAS

Build the
Foundational Elements
Support and integrate the areas of Applied Physical
Sciences (APS), Biomedical Engineering (BME),
Data studies, Computer Science/app development,
and the new maker space (known as BeAM) to
strengthen the foundation of innovation at
22/28
Carolina.

4

Strategic Priorities

CRITICAL AREAS

Teach
the Skills
Elevate UNC-CH as a model for formal and informal
teaching of the skills and mindset necessary in the
21st century innovation economy.
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Strategic Priorities

CRITICAL AREAS

Translate Ideas
to Market
Facilitate effective cross-campus collaboration to
maximize UNC-CH’s commercialization potential
and create economic and social benefit.
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Strategic Priorities

CRITICAL AREAS

Fund High-Potential
Ideas & the Ecosystem
Identify the types and level of funding that UNC-CH
needs to make available for faculty, students and
staff working in I&E and at what stage in the
innovation process.
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Strategic Priorities

CRITICAL AREAS

Provide
Appropriate Spaces
Expand existing and create new spaces on or
adjacent to UNC-CH’s campus that support the full
innovation process.
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Strategic Priorities

CRITICAL AREAS

Communicate
the Impact
Integrate I&E into the overall UNC-CH
communication strategies to more effectively
convey its importance and continue to share the
collective story of I&E impact both on and off
campus.
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2009-2015
Innovation Roadmap

1/10
Chancellor Holden Thorp
Kicks off the Innovation
Roadmap Process

10/10
1/11
11/11
1/10
Roadmap
Innovation
Strategy Group Roadmap
Released Implementation Circle Mtg
of Faculty,
Students,
Innovation
Circle

SPACES

2/14
BOG Holds Mtg on
Commercialization

5/14
BOT I&I
Committee
Memo to
Leadership
2/14
Chancellor Folt
presents on
10/13
Carol Folt Installed Commercialization
to BOG
as 11th Chancellor

2011

11/10
Biomedical
Engineering
& Applied
Sciences
Targeted

3/12
Space
CUBE at
Campus Y
Opens; CS E’rs
Lounge

11/14
Governor’s
Task Force on
Innovation to
Jobs

7/13
BOT Carol Folt
Hired; Innovation
& Impact
Committee Holds
1st mtg

1/11
BOT Members
involved with
Roadmap
ONGOING

2010

FUNDAMENTAL
BUILDING BLOCKS

5/13
BOG Releases
2013-18
Strategic
Directions Plan

2012

2013

10/12
11/13
Two-Year
Innovation
Progress Report Circle Mtg
& Innovation
Circle Mtg
3/13
Task Force
Industry Relations

9/13
UNC
I&E Network
1st Mtg

6/13
Space
CreatorSpace
Faculty Working
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Group

1/15
BOT CRVF
Carolina
Research Venture
Fund $5M+
2/15
Chancellor Folt
Creates VC of
Commercialization

2014

2015
2015
10/8
Innovation
Summit – Inside
Out Theme

11/14
MOU: Kickstart,
Kenan Institute,
CES, OTD, I&E

08/13
4/14
Task Force
Data Studies
Commercialization Faculty Working
Group
1/14
Expert Coaches: EIRS
Blackstone Entrepreneurs Network

5/13
Space
Launch Chapel
Hill Opens

8/14
BOT I&I
Committee
Leadership
Response

3/15
Governor
seeks funding
for I2J from
Legislature

7/14
Applied Physical
Sciences Dept
Approved & $$

2015
Strengthen
Computer Sciences
and other Data
Competencies

1/15
CRVF
Investment $$

7/13
7/14
2/15
4/15
2015
Space
Space
Space
Space
Space
1789 Venture Faculty Working Kenan Labs Faculty Start planning
MakerSpace
Lab Opens
Group Presents to
Entrepreneurs
Innovation Hubs in Murray Hall in
Provost
development

